MID YEAR CATALOGUE 2011
Pegi Williams Book Shop presents MID YEAR CATALOGUE 2011.
FREE POSTAGE/DELIVERY applies to all orders and 10%
SCHOOL DISCOUNT off the RRP of all titles except specials
which attract extra discount. Selections from this brochure are
available “ON APPROVAL” and extended payment terms are
available upon request.
Please number Quantity column alongside corresponding
numbers on back page Order Form (multiples are available)
and return to Pegi Williams Book Shop.
Specific categories, general selections, individual titles and
overseas publications can be supplied anytime during the year.
CHILDREN’S BOOKWEEK SHORTLIST 2011 titles are currently
available.
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Please check out our website for this mailing at:
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

CHILDREN’S BOOKWEEK: 20th - 26th AUGUST 2011
THEME: ONE WORLD, MANY STORIES
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1. As I Grew Older (Ian Abdulla) 

$16.99 $14.44

2. Bungawitta (Emily Rodda and Craig Smith) 

$12.99 $11.04

Ian Abdulla tells of his life and experiences growing up in a traditional Aboriginal family,
living the Nunga way of life on the Murray River in the 1950s. Reprint

It’s crunch time in Bungawitta. The land’s as dry as a dead galah, there’s no rain in sight,
and only twelve people left in town. Little Glory-Alice blames it all on the TV weatherman.
Jay knows better. Nobody can make it rain. But a shower of money would help keep
Bungawitta alive. And a festival would attract city tourists with money to spend, Jay’s
sure of it. But can twelve people, two dogs and a Shetland pony put on a proper festival?
Only time, and the ABC, will tell.

3. C
 aptain Congo and the Klondike Gold
(Ruth Starke and Greg Holfeld) 

$24.95 $21.21

Take the Yukon Express with Captain Congo and his loyal offsider Pug as they travel
deep into the great Canadian north-west in pursuit of gold, ghosts and monsters. But
who is pursuing our heroes? And what awaits them at the end of their treacherous
journey to Klondike Creek? One thing is certain: when Pug mysteriously disappears at
an old mining camp it will take more than strange lights, skeletons and a sasquatch to
frighten off Captain Congo.

4. Ghosts of the Titanic (Julie Lawson) 

$12.99 $11.04

A teenage boy finds himself caught up in a century-old mystery - aboard the Titanic!
Kevin discovers two ancient photographs left by a mysterious old man who willed his
Halifax home to Kevin’s father when he died. Kevin’s family has no idea why they were
given the house-they’d never even heard of Angus Seaton! But once there, Kevin
discovers that the photographs open a door to a different world for Kevin. Troubling
dreams and then a series of ghostly encounters shift him from present-day reality to the
Titanic at the time of its sinking in April, 1912.

5. My Art Book (Dorling Kindersley) 

$19.95 $16.96

Fun, educational and bubbling over with creativity, My Art Book is a beautiful introduction
for young children to the history and techniques of art. With over 50 project ideas to fire
the imagination, including mosaics inspired by Diego Rivera, figure sculptures inspired by
Henry Moore and aboriginal dreamtime art.

6. Oliver (Christopher Franceschelli) 

$22.99 $19.55

Oliver is an egg ...just an egg. He can roll around a little and even stand on his head. But
he is still just an egg.Until, one day, the egg changes and we are reminded that miracles
do happen. Using a transforming device, the surprise ending will enchant all readers of
this beautifully designed and brilliantly paced novelty book.

7. Press Here (Herve Tullet) 

$16.95 $14.41

BELTANA SOUTH AUSTRALIA 1875 Taj and his camel Mustara are about to embark on
the adventure of a lifetime. They are joining explorer Ernest Giles on his second attempt
to cross the Australian desert where wild dogs, scorpions, poisonous snakes and a
constant shortage of water mean they are never far from disaster. As if things weren’t
tough enough, Taj, raised in the ways of the Afghan people, is struggling to find his place
in this new and exciting land.

9. Very Busy Spider (Eric Carle) 

$14.95 $12.71

First time in paperback. Early one morning a little spider begins to spin her web on a
fencepost and she doesn’t stop until it is finished ...Alongside the visual excitement of
Eric Carle’s vibrant collages of familiar animals is the tactile experience of feeling the
spider’s web as it grows from a simple line into a complex and beautiful creation - this is
a perfect story for reading aloud and sharing.

10. Wolf Won’t Bite (Emily Gravett) 
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$19.99 $16.99

The single touch of a finger sparks a whimsical dance of colour and motion in this joyful
celebration of the power of the imagination. Press here. That’s right. Just press the yellow
dot...and turn the page. This irresistible picture book is ideal for sharing with children and
has created a sensation worldwide.

8. Taj and the Great Camel Trek (Rosanne Hawke) 

Index

$26.99 $22.95

Take your seat in the front row and watch in wonder as three cheeky little circus pigs
make a wild wolf jump through hoops (literally), endure feats of astounding derring-do,
and even withstand perilous games of dress-up. Safe in the thought that Wolf Won’t
Bite! they even put their heads between his jaws... but can you push a wolf too far?
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11. And Red Galoshes (Glenda Millard and Jonathan Bentley) 
$24.95 $22.46
Storm clouds sailing, wild winds wailing …… and red galoshes. Downpipe drum beat, rain on my street… and red
galoshes. Playing in the rain, leaves and cool windy weather in red galoshes is joyful wintery fun. But what do you do
when your red galoshes are too big?
12. Aunties Three, The (Nick Bland) 
$24.99 $22.50
KNOCK, KNOCK, KNOCK. Pack up your games, dismantle your toys, practise your manners and muffle your noise.
Straighten your face, where your smile used to be, for coming this way are The Aunties Three! Watch the mayhem
unfold as three bold aunts enter the house of three unruly children who try their very best to welcome the guests for
tea. Open the door . . . If YOU DARE!
13. Bush Babies (Kim Dale) 
$16.99 $15.30
Kim Dale illustrates 14 wonderfully engaging baby Australian animals, such as koalas, dingos, wallabies, possums,
dunnarts, quolls, sea lions and the puggle the baby echidna in this charming book of who am I? The book concludes
with two information pages about the habitat and habits of each baby creature.
14. Button Boy (Rebecca Young and Sue DeGennaro) 
$26.99 $24.30
Banjo loves collecting buttons. Some he finds way up high, and others he finds low and buried beneath leaves and
twigs. It’s amazing how many buttons you can find when you’re looking! A book about a boy and his buttons, and
how the search for one thing can lead to the delightful discovery of another.
15. Captain Congo and the Maharaja’s Monkey (Ruth Starke and Greg Holfeld) 
$16.95 $15.26
When the Maharaja of Bekar dies suddenly and mysteriously, Captain Congo and his loyal offsider Pug set off for India
to investigate. They arrive in Rajputana to find the royal palace teeming with intrigue. Even as preparations begin for
young Prince Beki to be anointed as the next Maharaja, it is clear that powerful enemies are scheming against him.
While Pug goes deep undercover, Captain Congo races against time to unravel a dastardly plot.
16. Captain Congo and the Crocodile King 
$16.95 $15.26
17. Caterpillar and Butterfly (Ambelin Kwaymullina) 
$16.95 $15.26
There was once a caterpillar who lived all alone. Everything around Caterpillar seemed large and strange, and she was
full of fear. Determined to escape any possible danger, Caterpillar hides away in the safety of her chrysallis. There, she
finally discovers the inner strength she needs to truly live. Her fears discarded, she emerges triumphantly as Butterfly
to enjoy all the wonders of the world.
18. Dream of the Thylacine, The (Margaret Wild and Ron Brooks) 
$29.99 $27.00
The Dream of the Thylacine is a lament for a lost species, and a celebration of the Australian landscape. It interposes
arresting text and images of the last known thylacine in a concrete cage with sweeping colour paintings of the animal
in its natural environment. Intense, poetic and beautiful, this book will haunt you. Margaret Wild and Ron Brooks have
created three other exceptional picture books together: Old Pig, Rosie and Tortoise and Fox.
19. Ella Kazoo Will Not Go To Sleep (Lee Fox and Cathy Wilcox) 
$28.99 $26.10
As the Kazoo household settles down for the night, Ella Kazoo is wide-awake and ready for adventure. She begs for
a drink and another bedtime story, and sits up in bed chatting with her teddy. Sleep is a no-go zone for Ella Kazoo!
20. Ella Kazoo Will Not Brush Her Hair 
$16.99 $15.30
21. Ginger McFlea Will Not Clean Her Teeth 
$16.99 $15.30
22. Jasper McFlea Will Not Eat His Tea 
$16.99 $15.30
23. Emu and Roo (Bruce Whatley) 
$12.99 $11.70
Two of Bruce Whatley’s best, now available in one book. The Boing Boing Races and The Flying Emu. Emu is feisty
and busy. Can Emu join a race for kangaroos? Can Emu fly? He’s sure there is a way! What can kangaroo do? Help,
or just watch?
24. I Am Thomas (Libby Gleeson and Armin Greder) 
$29.99 $27.00
An inspiring, thought-provoking picture book about finding your way in the world, from the award-winning creators of
The Great Bear and An Ordinary Day. As the voices in his life crowd in on him, Thomas looks for another way. Powerful
illustrations and a spare text make a parable of Thomas’s journey, which reflects the courage we all need to find our
passion and be ourselves. A masterful and compelling story.
25. Just One More (Mark Macleod and Sue deGennaro) 
$24.99 $22.50
With her pups on the way Jessie the dog is full of surprises. But when her family think they’ve had the last of them
there’s just one more! A heartwarming story about all the changes created by a new arrival.
26. Good Morning, Mr Pancakes (Chris McKimmie) 
$29.99 $27.00
Before Bee goes on holidays there are things to do. Henny, Penny, Benny, Kenny, Sparky, Bouncer and Gregor need
to be taken care of. Deborah the fish has to be told she is in charge of the house for a week. Then it’s no more ballet
or football – just seven days on the island, drinking from puddles, hiding from spiders, speaking Dolphin and falling in
and out of holes. What more could you ask for?
27. Kangaroo and Crocodile: My Big Book Of Australian Animals (Bronwyn Bancroft) $24.95 $22.46
Following the success of Possum and Wattle, Bronwyn Bancroft has created a companion volume, Kangaroo and
Crocodile, a book of Australian animals and landscapes – from eagles to echidnas, geckos to crocodies, from desert
animals to creatures of the coral reef.
28. Little Dragon, The (Mem Fox and Roland Harvey) 
$24.95 $22.46
A tiny sneeze, a puff of smoke, a washing line, and a major disaster! From internationally acclaimed picture book
creators Mem Fox and Roland Harvey comes the enchanting tale of a little dragon’s small mistake that sets his whole
wide world on fire.
29. My Country (Sally Morgan and Ezekiel Kwaymullina) 
$24.95 $22.46
Best-selling author and internationally renowned painter Sally Morgan teams up with Ezekiel Kwaymullina for a picture
book celebrating country. A gorgeous new picture book in simple, lyrical prose and vibrant colour.
30. My Mum’s the Best (Rosie Smith and Bruce Whatley) 
$16.99 $15.30
Beautifully illustrated with delightful animals, My Mum’s the Best captures the fun-loving bond between mother and
child-from big, cosy bear hugs to bathing elephants. Whether big or small, feathered or furry, mums always know how
to make us feel special!
31. No Bears (Meg McKinlay and Leila Rudge) 
$27.95 $25.16
Ruby is in charge of this book. And she’ll tell you something right now. There are NO BEARS in it. Not even one. Ruby
wants to tell you a story. A story with absolutely no bears. You don’t need bears for a book. You need pretty things like
fairies and princesses and castles. And maybe funny things and exciting things – but definitely no bears!
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32. Pictures of Home (Colin Thompson) 
$17.95 $16.16
A re-issue of this classic picture book. This book combines a selection of pictures taken from calendars that Colin
produced for Leeds Permanent Building Society with haiku verses and comments from a group of ten and eleven
year old children about what home means to them. Their writing is both funny and sad but above all very touching.
33. Ruby (Colin Thompson) 
$17.95 $16.16
A re-issue of this classic picture book. Ruby was made in 1934 by Austin Motor Company in Longbridge, England.
She’s shiny, she’s beautiful and this is her story. In the roots of an old tree live a family of tiny contented people. Their
peaceful existence is shattered by the arrival of a ruby red Austin 7 and a picnic party. The car proves an irresistible
trap that carries the family away to a dangerous adventure and a new life.
34. Rufus the Numbat (David Miller) 
$15.95 $14.36
Rufus the Numbat walks out of the bush at the front of the book and back into the bush at the end of the book. Rufus
does not care for things of the town like cappuccinos or cream cake, or for the town and its parade and noise. But
on his way Rufus startles a cyclist and later a Chinese Dragon creating all sorts of mayhem. David Miller’s minimalist
text contrasts with his detailed paper sculptures set over pen and ink backgrounds.
35. Song of the Dove: A Love Story (Errol Broome and Sonia Kretschmar) 
$29.95 $26.96
A picture book about the young musician, Bellini, and the tragic love story behind his ascension to fame and glory.
Bellini is a young music student in Naples. He gives singing lessons to the beautiful Maddelena and they form a strong
bond. A bond similar to a pair of love birds. When Maddelena’s family forbid them to marry, they are forced to only
write to each of their love and trust. When Bellini leaves Naples to compose his famous operas, their love is put to
the ultimate test.
36. That’s Not A Daffodil! (Elizabeth Honey) 
$24.99 $22.50
When Tom’s neighbour gives him a brown bulb, Tom can’t believe it will flower. ‘That’s not a daffodil!’ says Tom. ‘Well,’
says the old gardener. ‘Let’s plant it and see.’ Elizabeth Honey has created a playful story that little children will enjoy
again and again - about an inventive boy, a kindly gardener, a growing friendship and the promise of a bulb.

MEM FOX AUTHOR SPECIAL (37-63)

(Includes GST)

(No 28 From Australian Picture Books) 
(RRP) (school)
Little Dragon, The (Mem Fox and Roland Harvey) 
$24.95 $22.46
A tiny sneeze, a puff of smoke, a washing line, and a major disaster! From internationally acclaimed picture book
creators Mem Fox and Roland Harvey comes the enchanting tale of a little dragon’s small mistake that sets his whole
wide world on fire.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Boo To a Goose
Giraffe In The Bath
Goblin and the Empty Chair
Guess What?
Harriet, You’ll Drive Me Wild
Hattie and the Fox 25th Anniversary Edition (p/b)
Hattie and the Fox 25th Anniversary Edition (h/b)
Hello Baby!
Hunwick’s Egg
Koala Lou
Let’s Count Goats
Magic Hat, The
Night Noises
Particular Cow, A

$16.99
$24.95
$24.95
$15.99
$16.99
$15.99
$27.99
$24.95
$14.95
$14.95
$19.95
$15.99
$14.95
$14.95

$15.30
$22.46
$22.46
$14.40
$15.30
$14.40
$25.20
$22.46
$13.46
$13.46
$17.96
$14.40
$13.46
$13.46

51. Possum Magic 
52. Sail Away 
53. Shoes From Grandpa 
54. Sleepy Bears 
55. Ten Little Fingers, Ten Little Toes
56. Time For Bed
57. Tough Boris
58. Where Is the Green Sheep 
59. Where The Giant Sleeps 
60. Whoever You Are 
61. Wilfred Gordon McDonald Partridge
62. Wombat Divine 25th Anniversary Ed
63. Zoo Looking 

$15.99
$12.99
$15.99
$14.95
$24.95
$15.99
$14.95
$19.95
$14.95
$16.99
$15.99
$15.99
$12.95

$14.40
$11.70
$14.40
$13.46
$22.46
$14.40
$13.46
$17.96
$13.46
$15.30
$14.40
$14.40
$11.66

overseas PICTURE BOOKS (64-87)
(Includes GST)


(RRP) (school)
64. Astonishing Animal ABC (Charles Fuge) 
$27.95 $25.16
An astonishingly original first introduction to the alphabet!An Arty Aardvark, a Dancing Dodo, an Outraged Owl and
a Sleepy Sloth are just some of the astonishing creatures on this highly original animal alphabet. Marvel at their
extraordinary antics – and try to guess which fantastic creature is zig-zag-zooming its way to Z!
65. Bruno’s Box (Nicola Pontin) 
$12.99 $11.70
My name is Bruno, and this is my box! It’s not just an ordinary box though. I can be whatever I like... Leap into Bruno’s
aspirational imagination world, where you can be a racing driver, or an astronaut! A familiar game is given a fresh feel
by brilliant new talent
66. Chamelia (Ethan Long) 
$28.99 $26.10
Meet Chamelia! Chamelia is a chameleon. Most chameleons like to blend in, but Chamelia prefers to stand out. She
just loves being the center of attention. But when standing out means being left out, can Chamelia learn to share the
spotlight?
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67. Dinosaur Dig (Penny Dale) 
$24.99 $22.50
Dinosaur Dig! has everything that gets small boys excited - diggers, dinosaurs and dirt plus a bit of counting thrown in
for good measure. Bursting with energy and noise and with a splashy, surprising ending, it’s an absolute riot of a book.
68. First Week at Cow School (Andy Cutbill and Russel Ayto) 
$19.99 $18.00
Starting school is full of fun in this laugh-out-loud sequel to The Cow That Laid and Egg and The Best Cow in Show.
Marjorie the cow feels jolly proud when her daughter, Daisy, starts school. But lessons aren’t as easy as they seem!
Daisy can’t hoof paint or swat flies like the other cows, and cowpat training is a disaster!
69. Great Race, The (Kevin O’Malley)
$14.99 $13.50
Nate Tortoise is tired of living in the shadow of Lever Lapin. He can’t go anywhere or do anything without hearing
about the great exploits of that pesky hare. And Lever’s head has grown to match the size of his entourage. It isn’t
until Nate challenges Lever to a race that this hare is put in his place...giving new meaning to the phrase ‘slow and
steady wins the race’.
70. Here Comes The Poo Bus (Andy Stanton and Noelle Davies-Brock) 
$19.95 $17.96
All aboard, all aboard! But beware, this isn’t any ordinary bus. Oh no. Uncle Toad may seem a friend as he collects
the insects for a special trip on his bus of poo, but it’s just a cunning ruse. Because when they reach the seaside, it’s
gobble, gobble, munch munch as greedy Uncle Toad gorges himself rotten. Not for the faint hearted!
71. I Do Not Eat The Colour Green (Lynne Rickards and Margaret Chamberlain) 
$16.99 $15.30
Marlene McKean loves all the colours of the rainbow except for one - she absolutely hates the colour green!
72. I Love My Mummy (Giles Andreae and Emma Dodd) 
$16.99 $15.30
“I love my mummy very much, She’s great to cuddle, soft to touch!” Told with humour and charm, this is a book to
be loved and shared time and again. From the bestselling and award-winning writer Giles Andreae and acclaimed
illustrator Emma Dodd. Tells of the tender relationship between mother and child through witty and touching rhyming
text.
73. I’m Sure I Saw a Dinosaur (Jeanne Willis and Adrian Reynolds) 
$32.95 $29.66
“One foggy, groggy morning by the salty, splashy sea, I’m sure I saw a dinosaur, and sure that he saw me.” But there’s
more to this story than meets the eye. Can there really be a dinosaur at Sandy Bottom End? Or is someone up to
something...
74. Leo the Snow Leopard: The True Story of an Amazing Rescue
(Craig Hatkoff and Isabella Hatkoff) 
$26.99 $24.30
When Leo was less than seven weeks old, he became orphaned in the snowy Himalayan mountains in Pakistan.
Luckily, the cub was rescued by a kind shepherd and his family, who hand-fed Leo and kept him safe. But Leo quickly
grew too large and was given to Pakistani authorities, who also found themselves without the resources to help him.
When the Wildlife Conservation Society learned of Leo’s plight, they knew they had to do something.
75. Maisy Goes to the City (Lucy Cousins) 
$19.95 $17.96
Maisy and Charley are visiting the city for the weekend – how exciting! They are met at the coach station by their friend
Dotty, who shows them around… What noisy traffic! What giant buildings! So many flashing lights! And everywhere is
so crowded – even the park.
76. Me and You (Anthony Browne) 
$14.95 $14.36
Three bears decide to go out for a walk in the park while their porridge cools. Meanwhile a little girl has lost her mum
and lost her way and is walking the streets alone, until she happens upon a house... The bears arrive home and
discover several things are amiss... What will they find upstairs?
77. My Dad is Beautiful (Jessica Spanyol) 
$29.95 $26.96
Let me tell you all the ways my dad is beautiful…My Dad is beautiful because he cooks me sausages. Playful, tender
and so very true, this beautifully illustrated picture book celebrates the relationship between a little bear and its dad,
showing all the different ways that fathers can be wonderful.
78. Pout-Pout Fish, The (Deborah Diesen and Dan Hanna) 
$15.99 $14.40
Deep in the water, Mr Fish swims about, with his fish face stuck in a permanent pout. Can his pals cheer him up? Will
his pout ever end? Is there something he can learn from an unexpected friend? Swim along with the pout-pout fish
as he discovers that glum isn’t really his destiny.
79. Puffin Peter (Peter Horacek) 
$27.95 $25.16
Peter and Paul are the best of friends, but when Peter gets lost in a terrible storm he can’t find Paul anywhere. With
the help of a big blue whale Puffin Peter set off to find him. They find all kinds of birds that match Peter’s description
but none of them are quite like Paul.
80. Rhino’s Don’t Eat Pancakes (Sara Ogilvie and Anna Kemp) 
$24.99 $22.50
Daisy’s mum and dad are always too busy to listen to a word that she says, so when, one day, she tells them that a
big purple rhino has just walked into the house and taken a chomp of her pancake, guess what? That’s right - nobody
listens! But there’s a surprise in store for Mum and Dad when they discover that a big purple rhino has gone missing
from the zoo.
81. Rose’s Garden (Peter H Reynolds) 
$15.95 $14.36
After travelling the world in her fantastic teapot, Rose is ready to put down roots. A neglected corner of a busy city is
the perfect place for Rose to plant the garden of her dreams. But the flowers won’t grow. As Rose waits and hopes,
the story of her extraordinary patience begins to spread, bringing a crop of visitors and a very unusual garden…
82. Splish, Splash, Splat! (Rob Scotton) 
$24.99 $22.50
Splat the Cat makes waves at the pool in this hilarious new picture book - perfect for children learning to swim! Splat
does not want to have a play date with Spike. Spike will break his toys and eat all of his fish-shaped sweets. And he
does not want to learn how to swim, water is horrible, scary, and wet! He’s sure that this is going to be the worst day
ever. But when the rest of their classmates rush straight into the pool, Splat and Spike find that they may have more
in common than they thought.
83. Superfrog (Michael Foreman) 
$32.95 $29.66
Little Frank lives in Pond City, where life among the lilies couldn’t be better ... during the day, that is. At night time,
however, the pond folk quiver in their slippery skins as slimy bug-eyed monsters emerge from the watery underworld.
One night, their dastardly deeds go too far, and Little Frank the frog decides enough is enough.
84. Ten Little Babies (Rose Impey and Nicola Smee) 
$22.99 $20.70
A wonderful introduction to numbers as each page reveals babies involved in various crazy antics ...until ten little
babies lie fast asleep in their beds. With an easy-to-read rhyming text by Rose Impey and charming, humorous art by
Nicola Smee, this is the perfect book for all young readers, whether they’re learning to count or not.
4
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85. Treasure of Captain Claw, The (Jonathan Emmett and Steve Cox) 
$28.99 $26.10
When Oscar and Lily find a secret treasure map, they set sail for adventure. But the dastardly Captain Claw wants
that treasure too, and his pirate submarine is on their trail. Includes a fantastic four-page fold-out pirate submarine
cross-section full of fun details to spot.
86. Who Wants to be a Poodle? I Don’t (Lauren Child) 
$14.95 $13.46
Trixie Twinkle Toes doesn’t want a maid to plump her cushions. She wants to roll in the mud and paddle in the puddles.
She doesn’t want to be carried over them by a butler. Trixie Twinkle Toes may look like a prancing poodley poodle.
But, on the the inside, she’s a dazzlingly daring dog ready to make a big splash...
87. Wonder Woman : The Story of the Amazon Princess (Ralph Cosentino) 
$16.95 $15.26
The strongest, fastest, and smartest of the Amazon warriors, Wonder Woman comes from Paradise Island to make
the world a better place for all. With her unbreakable silver bracelets and golden lasso of truth, she fights her enemies,
teaches peace and respect, and shows the world how to live in harmony with nature. Now Wonder Woman’s youngest
fans can discover how she became the protector of peace and one of the most powerful super heroes of all time.

LAUREN CHILD AUTHOR SPECIAL (88-113)

(Includes GST)

(No 86 from the Overseas Picture Books)
(RRP) (school)
Who Wants to be a Poodle? I Don’t (Lauren Child) 
$14.95 $13.46
Trixie Twinkle Toes doesn’t want a maid to plump her cushions. She wants to roll in the mud and paddle in the puddles.
She doesn’t want to be carried over them by a butler. Trixie Twinkle Toes may look like a prancing poodley poodle.
But, on the the inside, she’s a dazzlingly daring dog ready to make a big splash...
88. Beware the Story Book Wolves $16.99
89. But Excuse Me That Is My Book $14.95
90. But Where Completely Are We? $14.95
91. Clarice Bean, My Uncle is a Hunkle $16.99
92. Clarice Bean, That’s Me
$16.99
93. Clarice Bean, What Planet Are You From? $16.99
94. Goldilocks and the Three Bears $16.95
95. I Am Not Sleepy and I Will Not Go To Bed $16.95
96. I Am Too Absolutely Small For School $16.99
97. I Really Really Need Actual Ice Skates $19.95
98. I Want A Pet
$15.95
99. I Want A Pet! Big Book
$44.95
100. I Will Be Especially Very Careful $19.95

$15.30
$13.46
$13.46
$15.30
$15.30
$15.30
$15.26
$15.26
$15.30
$17.96
$14.36
$40.46
$17.96

101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.

I Will Not Ever Never Eat A Tomato  $16.99
I’m Really Ever So Not Well 
$14.95
I’ve Won, No I’ve Won, No I’ve Won  $19.95
Look After Your Planet 
$14.95
My Best, Best Friend: Charlie And Lola  $19.95
My First Ever And Best Story Collection $29.95
My Wobbly Tooth Must Not Ever Never Fall Out $19.95
Princess And The Pea, The 
$16.95
Say Cheese! Charlie And Lola $14.95
This Is Actually My Party 
$14.95
We Honestly Can Look After Your Dog$14.95
Whoops! But It Wasn’t Me
$14.95
Who’s Afraid Of The Big Bad Book? $16.99

$15.30
$13.46
$17.96
$13.46
$17.96
$26.96
$17.96
$15.26
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$13.46
$15.30

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS (114-224)
(Includes GST)


(RRP) (school)
114. Aussie Bites - Leeza Van Breeza’s Best Idea Ever (Christina Miesen) 
$12.95 $11.66
When Miss Cherry tells everyone that their class project is to run a business, in pairs, Leeza is very excited. Immediately
she plans to pair up with her best friend Teena Rafanella. But to her horror Leeza finds that she has to be business
buddies with nerdy hypochondriac Joolie.
115. Aussie Bites – Norman Does Nothing (Jennifer Storer and Andrew Joyner) 
$12.95 $11.66
Norman is a dignified garden gnome who lives in the garden of elderly Mr Goodfellow and takes great pride in doing
what gnomes are supposed to do: Nothing. When Mr Goodfellow inexplicably goes away and his home is taken over
by a stylish woman and a particularly annoying small girl apparently called Darling, Norman has to do a great deal of
calling on his Inner Gnome.
116. Aussie Chomps – Birdie in the Sky (Prue Mason) 
$12.95 $11.66
When Birdie makes a terrible mistake, her father heads out to live alone on a remote airfield. In an attempt to fix things,
Birdie goes to visit him – but only succeeds in making matters worse. Now she is trying to fly him to safety, but he’s
unconscious and she’s never landed the Tiger Moth on her own before.
117. Aussie Chomps – iHarry (Laurine Croasdale) 
$12.95 $11.66
When Harry ‘borrows’ his dad’s latest invention, a top secret mobile ear phone that can act on your thoughts, it seems
it can do anything, even tell him the answers in his maths test. But when the phone starts to get Harry into trouble,
he doesn’t seem able to take it off!
118. Aussie Nibbles – Mr Eight (Sharyn Eastaugh and Gus Gordon) 
$12.95 $11.66
Henry is in the pet shop to get himself a new pet but he doesn’t want anything ordinary, like a kitten or a puppy. To his
mum’s dismay he chooses Mr Eight, a giant octopus. Mr Eight is more than the usual handful. He has a troubled past...
119. Aussie Nibbles – Pippa, the Perfect Flower Girl (Julie Nickerson and Janine Dawson)  $12.95 $11.66
Pippa plans to be the most perfect flowergirl at her Aunty Sophie’s wedding! Then, in the excitement of getting to the
church, Pippa forgets her all-important basket of petals. Now she’ll be the worst flowergirl ever! Then, with a bit of
ingenuity and imagination, she finds a wonderful solution to her problem.
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120-123. Boris Series (Andrew Joyner)
$9.95ea $8.96ea
Watch out, younger readers: a small warthoggy character is coming your way! Boris lives at Hogg Bay in an old bus
with his mum and dad. With colour illustrations and simple text, these funny books are going to be a huge hit.
120. Boris #1
122. Ready Set Boris # 3 NEW
121. Boris Gets a Lizard #2
123. Boris Sees the Light #4 NEW
124. Charlie Burr and the Three Stolen Dollars (Sally Morgan and Matt Ottley) 
$14.95 $13.46
Charlie has “borrowed” three dollars from his mum to buy an icy pole, and Charlie’s dad has brought home a dingo
pup. So Mum isn’t happy with either Dad or Charlie! To get back in her good books, Charlie has to find a way to recoup
the three dollars and work out how to keep the pup. Ages 7+.
125. Con-Nerd (Oliver Phommavanh) 
$16.95 $15.26
Mama tells me I’m gifted and talented. But I know the truth. I’m just a nerd. Kids call me Con-nerd - half Connor and
all nerd. Only a nerd goes to tutoring classes on weekend and in school holidays! I’m supposed to become a doctor
but I have this deep, dark secret: I just want to draw. And my mega-cool cartoons are getting heaps of attention at
school - I might even get into a special art class and have a go at an art competition.
126. EJ12 – Pyramid Puzzle #10 (Susannah McFarlane) 
$12.99ea $11.70ea
SHADOW seems to have uncovered a secret in an Egyptian pyramid . . . but what, and where? Special Agent EJ12
will need to dig deep and unravel the puzzle before SHADOW escapes with ancient treasure. That’s the easy part. As
EJ12, Emma Jacks can do anything. So why does she think she can’t trust her friends? Perhaps she can after all.
127. Hot And Cold #1
130. Rocky Road #4
133. Making Waves #7
128. Jump Start #2
131. Choc Shock #5
134. Drama Queen #8
129. In The Dark #3
132. On The Ball #6
135. Out Of This World #9 NEW
136. Father’s Day (Anne Brooksbank) 
$17.95 $16.16
What if your parents had been keeping a secret from you your whole life? Sam is in his first year of high school and
has been saving his paper-round money for months to buy the one thing he yearns for – a boat. Suddenly his bank
balance is doubled by an unknown person. But who is it? As Sam investigates he watches in dismay as his family life
is turned upside down; and he is forced to make a decision that will change everything. Age 12+
137. Golden Day, The (Ursula Dubosarsky) 
$19.99 $18.00
There were only eleven of them, like eleven sisters all the same age in a large family. Because it was such a very small
class, they had a very small classroom, which was perched at the very top of the school. ‘Today, girls,’ said Miss
Renshaw, ‘we shall go out into the beautiful Gardens and think about death.’ In the Gardens they meet a poet. What
follows is inexplicable, shocking, a scandal. What really happened that day? Age 13+
138. Head Spinners (Thalia Kalkipsakis) 
$15.99 $14.40
Real-world stories with an unreal twist. Beware the twists in these tales ...A fish sandwich. A tingle on the arm. A
boring birthday present. LOOK AGAIN! The fish has a secret. The tingle is transforming. The birthday present is a time
machine. These stories will make your head spin and keep you thinking long after you finish reading.
139. Horses for King Arthur (LS Lawrence) 
$17.99 $16.20
Britain, the year 475. The world is darkening. In the darkness, there are some who dream. Artorius dreams of victory
over the barbarians who raid in the night. And Alexa, half-Roman, dreams of breeding the horses that will carry him to
that victory. Soon she will take her chances and follow her dream, wherever it takes her.
140. Kumiko and the Shadow Catchers (Briony Stewart) 
$14.95 $13.46
Kumiko is used to having a dragon guarding her night and day, but what she doesn’t quite know is why she needs
one...Since discovering the secret of the Shadow Catchers, a group of powerful sorcerers determined to steal magic
at any cost, Kumiko knows it’s only a matter of time before her family’s link to dragons puts them all in grave danger.
Is there a way to stop the Shadow Catchers once and for all and will Kumiko take the risk?
141. Kumiko And The Dragon #1 $14.95 $13.46
142. Kumiko And The Dragon’s Secret #2 $14.95 $13.46
143. Magnificent Nose and Other Marvels, The (Anna Fienberg)$13.95 $12.56
A re-issue of this much loved classic. Five marvellous stories about some very resourceful children and their adventures
in the wide world: Meet Lindalou, who makes a wondrous flying boat and sails to Kathmandu, timid Andy Umm, who
talks to animals and tames a lion, and many more.
144 – 145. Mission Fox (Justin D’Ath) 
$12.95ea $11.66ea
Twin brothers Harry and Jordan may seem like ordinary kids, but they’re not. When their mum’s not looking, the boys
morph into secret agents and with their huge, furry dog Myrtle, form Mission Fox, dedicated to the protection, care
and rescue of animals that are in danger or lost.
144. Book 1 – Snake Escape		 145. Book 2 - Panda Chase
146. Mosquito Advertising Book 2 – Blade Brief, The (Kate Hunter) 
$16.95 $15.26
Katie is in trouble with the adults in her life. More trouble than she has ever been in before. Mosquito Advertising
is taking up all her time and school seems boring and irrelevant. Who needs school when you’re running your own
advertising agency? Katie promises she’ll lift her game but things get complicated when Barry Sharp, billionaire owner
of international airline Blade Air, offers Mosquito Advertising his account.
147. Parfizz Pitch, The #1 
$16.95 $15.26
148. My Brother’s An Egghead (Gretel Kileen) 
$14.95 $13.46
Zeke and Eppie just have to play nicely with their new neighbours, Tig and Pop, and stay out of trouble for one day
and their mum will buy them a puppy! The only problem is, Tig and Pop are aliens! Naughty aliens! What follows is a
day of madness and unimaginable adventure. The first book in a zany new series from this much loved author.
149 – 156. Our Australian Girls (Various) 
$14.95ea $13.46ea
Our Australian Girl focuses on the fortunes of four likeable young girls: Grace, Letty, Poppy and Rose. Each of their
stories begins in a different era and each character will have their own series of four books with a distinct voice and
personality. It’s their stories, their dramas, hopes and dreams that illuminate Australia’s past, its rich diversity and the
independent spirit that was fundamental to the building of a nation.
149. Meet Grace # 1 (set in 1808) 		 153. Meet Poppy #1 (set in 1864)
150. Friend For Grace, A #2 NEW		 154. Poppy at Summerhill # 2 NEW
151. Meet Letty # 1 (set in 1841) 		 155. Meet Rose #1 (set in 1900)
152. Letty and the Stranger’s Lace # 2 NEW		 156. Rose on Wheels # 2 NEW
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157. Pearlie and the Silver Fern Fairy #13 (Wendy Harmer) 
$14.95ea $13.46ea
In a lush New Zealand forest, Pearlie is helping the park fairy Omaka prepare a very special party. The rushing streams
and glistening silver fern fronds make one of the loveliest sights Pearlie has ever seen, but soon she discovers that
this wild park is full of surprises. And its creatures are the most surprising of all!
158. Pearlie In The Park		 164. Pearlie and Great Aunt Garnet
159. Pearlie and The Big Doll 		 165. Pearlie and Sapphire
160. Pearlie and Opal		 166. Pearlie and Her Pink Shell
161. Pearlie and The Lost Handbag 		 167. Pearlie and The Fairy Queen
162. Pearlie and Jasper 		 168. Pearlie In Central Park
163. Pearlie and The Christmas Angel 		 169. Pearlie and The Cherry Blossom Fairy
170. Phoenix Files Book 4 – Underground (Chris Morphew) 
$16.95 $15.26
The end is coming - and Luke is running out of hiding places. He and his friends are trapped, paralysed and lost to
the outside world. And the only escape is at the hands of Calvin and his men. The people of Phoenix are growing
suspicious, and the Co-operative may have to take extreme measures to maintain their control. But the worst is yet
to come. Deep under Phoenix, Luke is about to uncover a secret that will change everything. There are 49 days until
the end of the world.
171. Book 1 – Arrival
$16.95 $15.26		
173. Book 3 – Mutation 
$16.95 $15.26
172. Book 2 – Contact
$16.95 $15.26
174. Rascal’s Big Day (Paul Jennings and Bob Lea) 
$9.95ea $8.96ea
‘Rascal has to stay here’, says dad. Rascal doesn’t want to miss the big day. Can the little dragon get his way?
175. Little Rascal To The Rescue
181. Rascal And The Monster
187. Rascal Runs Away
176. Rascal And Little Flora
182. Rascal At The Show
188. Rascal Takes Off
177. Rascal And The Bad Smell
183. Rascal Bumps His Head
189. Rascal The Dragon
178. Rascal And The Cheese
184. Rascal Goes Fishing
190. Rascal’s Shadow
179. Rascal And The Dragon Droppings 185. Rascal In Trouble
191. Rascal’s Trick
180. Rascal And The Hot Air Balloon
186. Rascal Plays Up
192. Road To Belgrandia (Michael Stephens)
$16.95 $15.26
Marcia says there are wondrous things in Belgrandia - houses like palaces and enormous chandeliers and flying cats
and music like nothing you’ve ever heard. But is it a real place or is she just a bit crazy? Her best friend Lewis isn’t sure,
but over four extraordinary days in their quiet seaside town, the evidence begins to build. And on that last breathtaking
night, their belief in Belgrandia becomes one of life or death.
193. Samurai Kids Book 6 – Golden Bat (Sandy Fussell) 
$15.95 $14.36
The Little Cockroaches are stuck on Cheju Island until they fulfil a promise made to the famous Chinese pirate captain,
Dreaded Oong. The Daejeong County magistrate has kidnapped Dreaded Oong’s nephew and Sensei and his
students must convince the power-hungry magistrate to release the boy. But when Sensei is badly injured, everything
changes – including Sensei’s agile mind. Can the samurai kids continue the journey and help Sensei?
194. White Crane #1
$15.95 $14.36
197. Monkey Fist #4 
$15.95 $14.36
195. Owl Ninja #2
$15.95 $14.36
198. Fire Lizard #5 
$15.95 $14.36
196. Shaolin Tiger #3
$15.95 $14.36
199. S
 UCS: Slightly Useless Crime Stoppers Book 2 – Sumo Granny Smackdown
(Dave Hackett) 
$14.95 $13.46
Sumo Granny is a large old woman with revenge on her mind, and this is the toughest situation the SUCS team have
faced so far. Not only does Sumo Granny like to wear funny undies while wrestling, it seems she is also out to destroy
the City of Sucktropolis. It’s SUCS against SUKS (the Sucktropolis United Knitting Squad) in their efforts to bring down
the large lady.
200. Unstoppable Brainspin 

$14.95 $13.46

201. Too Small to Fail (Morris Gleitzman) 
$16.95 $15.26
Award-winning author Morris Gleitzman uses his trademark skill and charm to tackle some big issues in his latest
book for children. The local impact of the global financial crisis is seen here through the eyes of ten-year-old Oliver.
202. Troubletwisters Book 1 – Troubletwisters (Garth Nix and Sean Williams) 
$15.99 $14.40
When their home mysteriously explodes around their ears, twins Jack and Jaide are sent to stay with a grandmother
they have never met, in a town they have never heard of. Portland might seem boring and quiet, but it soon becomes
apparent that Grandma X is more than a little eccentric, and there are very strange happenings in the town. Talking
cats, swarms of cockroaches, a miniature tornado trashing their room - the twins are about to find out what it means
to be a troubletwister!
203. Vinnie’s War (David McRobbie) 
$15.99 $14.40
There is a war raging across Europe, but Vinnie and his friends soon find they have their own war to fight as they
face up to terrifying teachers, bad billets, and hostile neighbourhood kids who set out to make their lives as ‘vaccies’
miserable. And when things start to go missing, they discover that there are mysteries lurking in Netterfold’s shadows,
just waiting to be solved...
204. What Body Part Is That? (Andy Griffiths) 
$14.99 $13.50
There is a lot of nonsense written about the human body, and this book is no exception. In its 68 fully illustrated, 100
per cent fact-free chapters, ‘What Body Part is That?’ will explain everything you ever needed to know about your
body without the boring technical jargon and scientific accuracy that normally clog up the pages of books of this type.
205. Bad Book, The
$14.95 $13.46
215. Just Shocking 
$14.95 $13.46
216. Just Stupid! 
$14.95 $13.46
206. Big Fat Cow That Goes Kapow, The $14.99 $13.50
207. Bumageddon The Final Pongflict $14.95 $13.46
217. Just Tricking! 
$14.95 $13.46
208. Cat On The Mat Is Flat, The $14.95 $13.46
218. Schooling Around #1 Treasure Fever! $14.99 $13.50
209. Day My Bum Went Psycho, The $14.95 $13.46
219. Schooling Around #2 Pencil Of Doom! $14.99 $13.50
210. Fast Food And No Play Makes Jack A Fat Boy $14.95 $13.46
220. Schooling Around #3 Mascot Madness! $14.99 $13.50
211. Just Annoying!
$14.95 $13.46
221. Schooling Around #4 Robot Riot! $14.99 $13.50
212. Just Crazy!
$14.95 $13.46
222. Very Bad Book, The 
$14.99 $13.50
213. Just Disgusting!
$14.95 $13.46
223. What Bumosaur Is That? 
$14.95 $13.46
214. Just Macbeth!
$14.99 $13.50
224. Zombie Bums From Uranus  $14.95 $13.46
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EMILY RODDA AUTHOR SPECIAL (225-278)
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(from No 2 in the Highlights)
(RRP) (school)
Bungawitta (Emily Rodda and Craig Smith) 
$12.99 $11.04
It’s crunch time in Bungawitta. The land’s as dry as a dead galah, there’s no rain in sight, and only twelve people left in
town. Little Glory-Alice blames it all on the TV weatherman. Jay knows better. Nobody can make it rain. But a shower
of money would help keep Bungawitta alive. And a festival would attract city tourists with money to spend, Jay’s sure
of it. But can twelve people, two dogs and a Shetland pony put on a proper festival? Only time, and the ABC, will tell.
Deltora Quest 1 $14.99ea $13.50ea		
Squeak Street Series $9.95ea $8.96ea
225. Forests of Silence, The #1 		
251. Old Bun and the Burglar #1
226. Lake of Tears, The #2 		
252. One-Shoe’s Wishes #2
227. City of Rats #3
253. Fee-Fee’s Holiday #3
228. Shifting Sands, The #4 		
254. Pink-Paw’s Painting #4
229. Dread Mountain #5 		
255. Lucky Clive #5
230. Maze of the Beast, The #6 		
256. Quick-Stick’s Magic #6
231. Valley of the Lost, The #7 		
257. Kevin to The Rescue #7
232. Return to Del #8 		
258. Tails and the Twin Spell #8
		
259. Addy and the Pirates #9
Deltora Quest 2 $14.99ea $13.50ea		
260. Ben the Post-Mouse #10
233. Cavern of Fear #1
234. Isle of Illusion, The #2 		
Fairy Realm Series $12.99ea $11.70ea
235. Shadowlands, The #3 		
261. Charm Bracelet, The #1
		
262. Flower Fairies, The #2
Deltora Quest 3 $14.99ea $13.50ea
263. Third Wish, The #3
236. Dragon’s Nest #1 		
264. Last Fairy-Apple Tree, The #4
237. Shadowgate #2 		
265. Magic Key, The #5
238. Isle of the Dead #3 		
266. Unicorn, The #6
239. Sister of the South, The #4		
267. Star Cloak, The #7
		
268. Water Sprites, The #8
Other Deltora titles 		
269. Peskie Spell, The #9
240. Deltora Book of Monsters, The $17.99 $16.20
270. Rainbow Wand, The #10
241. Secrets of Deltora
$29.99 $27.00
242. Ultimate Deltora Quiz Book
$14.99 $13.50
Rondo Series $22.99ea $20.70ea
		
271. Key To Rondo #1
Other Emily Rodda titles		
272. Wizard of Rondo #2
243. Best-Kept Secret
$14.95 $13.46
273. Battle for Rondo #3
244. Bob the Builder and the Elves $12.95 $11.66
245. Dog Tales
$15.99 $14.40
Rowan of Rin Series $15.99ea $14.40ea
246. Finders Keepers
$16.99 $15.30
274. Rowan of Rin #1
247. Fuzz the Famous Fly (Solo)
$11.99 $10.80
275. Rowan and the Travellers #2
248. Green Fingers (Solo)
$11.99 $10.80
276. Rowan and the Keeper of the Crystal #3
249. Pigs Might Fly
$14.95 $13.46
277. Rowan and the Zebak #4
250. Timekeeper
$16.99 $15.30
278. Rowan of the Bukshah #5

OVERSEAS NOVELS (279-415)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

279. 39 Clues Book 11 – Vespers Rising (Rick Riordan) 
$17.99 $16.20
The Cahills thought they were the most powerful family the world had ever known. They thought they were the only
ones who knew about Gideon Cahill and his Clues. The Cahills were wrong. Powerful enemies-the Vespers-have been
waiting in the shadows. Now it’s their time to rise and the world will never be the same.
280. Maze of Bones, The #1
$17.99 $16.20
285. In Too Deep #6
$17.99 $16.20
281. One False Note #2
$17.99 $16.20
286. Viper’s Nest #7
$17.99 $16.20
282. Sword Thief, The #3
$17.99 $16.20
287. Emperor’s Code #8
$17.99 $16.20
283. Beyond the Grave #4
$17.99 $16.20
288. Storm Warning #9
$17.99 $16.20
284. Black Circle #5
$17.99 $16.20
289. Into the Gauntlet #10
$17.99 $16.20
290. Charlie Small Book 11 – Hawks Nest, The (Charlie Small) 
$14.95 $13.46
Something happened to Charlie when he was just eight years old. He went on a journey - and he’s been trying to get
back for over four hundred years! Poor Charlie is trapped on a wind-swept, rain-lashed moor with every single one
of his blood-thirstiest enemies out to get him. Can Charlie outwit them all? And will he EVER get safely back home?
291. Cherub Book 12 – Shadow Wave (Robert Muchamore) 
$17.99 $16.20
After a tsunami causes massive devastation to a tropical island, its governor sends in the bulldozers to knock down
villages, replacing them with luxury hotels. Guarding the corrupt governor’s family isn’t James Adams’ idea of the
perfect mission, especially as it’s going to be his last as a CHERUB agent. And then retired colleague Kyle Blueman
comes up with an unofficial and highly dangerous plan of his own. James must choose between loyalty to CHERUB,
and loyalty to his oldest friend. 13+
292. Recruit, The #1
$17.99 $16.20
298. Fall, The #7 
$17.99 $16.20
293. Class A #2
$17.99 $16.20
299. Mad Dogs #8 
$17.99 $16.20
294. Maximum Security #3
$17.99 $16.20
300. Sleepwalker, The #9 
$17.99 $16.20
295. Killing, The #4
$17.99 $16.20
301. General, The #10 $17.99 $16.20
296. Divine Madness #5
$17.99 $16.20
302. Brigands MC #11 
$17.99 $16.20
297. Man Vs Beast #6
$17.99 $16.20
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303. Dear Dumb Diary Book 11 – Okay, So Maybe I Do Have Superpowers (Jim Benton) $9.99 $9.00
Something strange is happening at Mackerel Middle School. Even stranger than Jamie and Isabella becoming friends
with Angeline (which is still really, really strange). Jamie can suddenly and inexplicably understand the weirdest and
most mysterious creatures around: boys. And there’s only one logical explanation-superpowers.
304. Let’s Pretend This Never Happened #1 $9.99 $9.00
309. Problem With Here Is That It’s Where I’m From, The #6 $9.99 $9.00
305. My Pants Are Haunted #2
$9.99 $9.00
310. Never Underestimate Your Dumbness #7 $9.99 $9.00
306. Am I The Princess Or The Frog? #3 $9.99 $9.00
311. It’s Not My Fault I Know Everything #8$9.99 $9.00
307. Never Do Anything, Ever #4 $9.99 $9.00
312. That’s What Friends Aren’t For #9$9.99 $9.00
308. Can Adults Become Human #5 $9.99 $9.00
313. Worst Things In Life Are Also Free, The #10$9.99 $9.00
314. Devil’s Triangle (Mark Robson) 
$12.99 $11.70
The Bermuda Triangle has cast a shadow over Sam and Niamh Cutlers’ lives since their mother vanished nine years
ago. Her whereabouts remains a mystery and every year they return to the Florida Keys with their father, Matt, who is
obsessed with solving the haunting puzzle. Craving excitement, he and his friend, Callum, “borrow” Matt’s boat and find
themselves marooned in a terrifying land, the boys realise they too have fallen victim to the Triangle’s mysterious effects.
315. Dragon of Trelian (Michelle Knudson) 
$18.95 $17.06
Calen, a lonely mage-to-be, never dreamed that Princess Meglynne would become his friend. And impulsive Meg
never realized that tending a baby dragon would “link” her to the creature—for life. Now Meg’s sister is about to marry
a prince to end a war between kingdoms, a celebration that Meg and Calen know is the target of a murderous plot.
How can a girl, a boy, and a dragon merge their magic and strength to bring down a powerful traitor in time?
316. Emerald Atlas, The (John Stephens) 
$24.95 $22.46
They were taken from their beds one frozen night, when the world was covered in snow. Ten years on, Kate, Michael
and Emma have grown up in a string of miserable orphanages, and all memories of their parents have faded to a blur.
Arriving at Cambridge Falls, Kate feels sure she has seen the dark, crooked house before. Exploring the house, they
discover an old, empty leather book. The moment they touch it, an ancient magical prophecy is set irrevocably in motion.
317 - 323. Flat Stanley (Jeff Brown) 
$9.95ea $8.96ea
46 years after the first book was published, Stanley Lambchop is back and travelling the world in two new original
adventures.
317.Big Mountain Adventure, The NEW 320. Japanese Ninja Surprise, The NEW 322. Stanley Flat Again
318. Flat Stanley
321. Stanley And The Magic Lamp
323. Stanley In Space
319. Invisible Stanley
324. Geronimo Stilton #44 – Giant Diamond Robbery, The (Geronimo Stilton) 
$12.99 $11.70
I, Geronimo Stilton, am no sportsmouse. But that didn’t stop Grandfather William from dragging me to a golf
tournament so I could be his caddie! Once I arrived, who should I bump into but my friend Kornelius Von Kickpaw,
a.k.a. Special Agent 00K. Someone was plotting to steal the Super Mouse Cup, and it was up to me and Kornelius
to crack the case!
325. Kane Chronicles Book 2 – Throne of Fire, The (Rick Riordan) 
$19.95 $17.96
EVER since the gods of Ancient Egypt were unleashed on the modern world, Carter Kane and his sister, Sadie, have
been in big trouble. As descendants of the magical House of Life, they command certain powers. But now a terrifying
enemy – Apophis, the giant snake of chaos – is rising. If Carter and Sadie don’t destroy him, the world will end in
five days’ time. And in order to battle the forces of chaos, they must revive the sun god Ra – a feat no magician has
ever achieved.
326. K
 ate the Royal Wedding Fairy – Rainbow Magic
(Daisy Meadows and Georgie Ripper)
$9.95 $8.96
Kate the Royal Wedding Fairy makes sure that all weddings are happy and magical! But when mean Jack Frost steals
the True Love Crown, the Fairyland royal wedding is sure to be a disaster. Can Kirsty and Rachel find the crown so
the royal couple will live happily ever after...
327. Lunatic’s Curse – Tales from the Sinister City #4 (FE Higgins) 
$14.99 $13.50
Deep within the heart of the Moiraean Mountains lies the town of Opum Oppidulum, home to the freezing Lake
Beluarum and its rumoured monster. An asylum stands in the centre of the lake, enclosed by the sheer cliffs of Drop
Rock island. When Ambrose Grammaticus, famous inventor and master engineer, viciously attacks his own son, Rex,
he’s hauled to the island and imprisoned. Rex knows his evil stepmother, Acantha, is behind his father’s ‘madness’,
but how can he prove it?
330. Eyeball Collector, The #3$14.99 $13.50
328. Black Book Of Secrets, The #1 $14.95 $13.46
329. Bone Magician, The #2
$14.99 $13.50
331. Meerkat Madness (Ian Whybrow) 
$9.99 $9.00
Meerkat Madness is the story of a burrow of meerkat pups and their eccentric babysitter, Uncle Fearless who once
travelled to the Blah-Blah camp at the edge of the desert. Truth be told, Uncle is a bit of a show-off but the pups love
his colourful stories even if they don’t really believe them. But then they find a mysterious object buried in the sand
and it isn’t long before they are caught up in a daring adventure of their own!
332. Ministry Of Pandemonium, The (Chris Westwood) 
$16.95 $15.26
There’s a battle on the streets of London for the souls of the newly-dead. When Ben Harvester meets the mysterious
Mr October in London’s Highgate Cemetery, nothing could have prepared him for the strange and dramatic turn his life
is about to take. Soon Mr October is leading him towards his true calling - his work at the Ministry of Pandemonium,
helping to guide the dead to the afterlife. Age 12+
333. Secret Kingdom, The Book 1 (Jenny Nimmo) 
$17.95 $16.16
Timoken is a prince born in a secret kingdom. Upon his birth, a forest jinni bestows magical gifts upon him: a cloak
made by the last moon spider and a potion called Alixir. When the peaceful land is attacked, Timoken and his sister,
Zobayda, must find a new kingdom to call home. Together, with only the magical gifts and a talking camel, the siblings
set off.
334. Secret Ninja Spies Book 1 – Tokyo Surprise (Alex Ko) 
$12.99 $11.70
When twelve-year-old twins Josh and Jessica visit their old gran in Tokyo things aren’t quite what they expected, for
starters her flat is the most high-tech place they’ve ever seen. When their friend, popstar Kiki, is kidnapped and the
twins set out to investigate they find themselves aided by a mysterious hooded ninja.
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335. Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel Book 5 – Warlock, The (Michael Scott) $24.95 $22.46
The Newman twins have finally been divided. The end is near. In San Francisco, Josh has chosen a side - and he will
not stand with his sister, Sophie, or the Alchemyst, Nicholas Flamel. He has chosen to fight along side John Dee and
the mysterious Virginia Dare. Sophie will do anything she can to find her brother, but her training must continue. Earth
Magic is next; with Perenelle and Nicholas as weak as they are, Niten must help her to find her instructor.
336. Alchemyst, The #1
$17.95 $16.16
338. Sorceress, The #3
$17.95 $16.16
337. Magician, The #2
$17.95 $16.16
339. Necromancer, The #4
$17.95 $16.16
340. Septimus Heap Book 6 – Darke (Angie Sage) 
$27.99 $25.20
Septimus is on the threshold of his fourteenth birthday, which falls on the shortest day of the year. While everyone
celebrates and the Castle is lit with the traditional candles, Septimus has greater concerns on his mind. He has finally
reached the period in his Apprenticeship known as Darke Week. During this crucial time, he hopes to undertake the
very dangerous mission of restoring Alther from Banishment, following the attempted invasion of the Castle of Syren.
341. Magyk
$16.95 $15.26
344. Queste 
$16.99 $15.30
342. Flyte
$16.95 $15.26
345. Syren 
$16.99 $15.30
343. Physik
$16.95 $15.26
346. Spy Pups Book 4 – Danger Island (Andrew Cope) 
$12.95 $11.66
The SPY PUPS, follow in the paw prints of mum LARA (that’s Licensed Assault and Rescue Animal to you). Beaches up
and down Britain are in terrible danger. A greedy trickster is polluting the sea – soon there’ll be nowhere safe to swim.
But when SPUD discovers a mysterious underground secret, only he and STAR can save the day – and the seaside!
347. Spy Dog #1
$12.95 $11.66
352. Spy Dog: Secret Santa 
$12.95 $11.66
348. Spy Dog 2 #2
$12.95 $11.66
353. Spy Pups: Treasure Quest #1  $12.95 $11.66
349. Spy Dog Unleashed #3
$12.95 $11.66
354. Spy Pups: Prison Break #2 
$12.95 $11.66
350. Spy Dog Superbrain #4
$12.95 $11.66
355. Spy Pups: Circus Acts #3 $12.95 $11.66
351. Spy Dog Rocket Rider #5 $12.95 $11.66
356. Thea Stilton and the Cherry Blossom (Geronimo Stilton) 
$12.99 $11.70
In this exciting adventure, the Thea Sisters are off to Japan on a cultural exchange program. While they’re busy
exploring Kyoto and admiring the beautiful cherry blossoms, a valuable doll is stolen from a wealthy Japanese
collector. Will the five mice be able to track down the doll and catch the thief?
357. Thea Stilton And The Dragon’s Code #1
$12.99 $11.70
358. Thea Stilton And The Mountain Of Fire #2 
$12.99 $11.70
359. Thea Stilton And The Ghost Of The Shipwreck #3
$12.99 $11.70
360. Thea Stilton And The Secret City #4
$12.99 $11.70
361. Thea Stilton And The Mystery In Paris #5
$12.99 $11.70
362. Walker Stories - Our Gags (Catriona Hoy) 
$11.95ea $10.76ea
A new baby can make for a busy family, but the Gags machine is always there to help out. Walker Stories support
beginner readers making the transition from picture books in an engaging, entertaining and accessible way. Each book
has three short stories to build reading confidence, various authors.
363. Comings And Goings At Parrot Park (Mary Murphy) 373. Leon Spreads His Wings (Wendy Lee)
364. Drawing Together (Mimi Thebo)
374. Lollylegs (Pamela Freeman)
365. Drusilla And Her Brothers (Dyan Sheldon) 375. Lost Treasure, The (Jan Stradling)
366. Glog (Pippa Goodheart)
376. Mr Tripp Smells A Rat (Sandy McKay)
367. Handa’s Surprising Day (Eileen Browne)
377. My Dad, The Hero (Stella Gurney)
368. Happy Birthday X 3 (Libby Gleeson)
378. Nick Mack’s Good Luck (Mara Bergman)
369. Heart For Ruby, A (Franzeska G Ewert)
379. Parrot Park (Mary Murphy)
370. Jack’s Little Party (Bob Graham)
380. Robin Hood’s Day (Joseph Feeney)
371. Kasia’s Surprise (Stella Gurney)
381. Sylvie’s Seahorse (Mara Bergman)
372. King’s Shopping, The (June Crebbin)
382. What Mona Wants, Mona Gets (Dyan Sheldon)
383 – 404. Walker Racing Read (Various) 
$13.95ea $12.56ea
And when you have finished with the Walker Stories, why not try these Racing Read titles. Racing Reads are pacy
first novels for the newly independent reader. Each book is extensively illustrated and the story-per-chapter structure
is ideal for building confidence.
383. Anna Hibiscus
394. Dollop Of Ghee And A Pot Of Wisdom: Stories From India
384. Bad Dog Bonnie The Little Dog With Big Ideas
395. Duck For A Day (shortlisted CBCA Younger Readers)
385. Best Dog Bonnie
396. Emily’s Surprising Voyage
386. Big Dog Bonnie The Little Dog With Big Ideas 397. Good Luck Anna Hibiscus!
387. Brave Dog Bonnie
398. Have Fun, Anna Hibiscus!
388. Bright Dog Bonnie The Little Dog With Big Ideas
399. Hooray For Anna Hibiscus
389. Busy Dog Bonnie The Little Dog With Big Ideas
400. Miracle On Separation Street (notable CBCA Younger Readers)
390. Daisy Dawson
401. Most Impossible Parents, The
391. Daisy Dawson And The Big Freeze
402. No.1 Car Spotter, The
392. Daisy Dawson And The Secret Pool
403. Oshie
393. Daisy Dawson At The Seaside
404. Whistling Monster Stories From Around The World, The
405. Wimpy Kid – Movie Diary Volume 2, The (Jeff Kinney) 
$16.95 $15.26
Jam-packed with colour stills from the first two movies, Jeff Kinney takes us on his own personal journey of discovery.
From casting, to location scouting, to the directing of scenes... this is a must-have for every Wimpy Kid fan and
would-be movie-maker. Now with a whole new section of colour, this edition also gives the reader a taste of the new
Wimpy Kid movie.
406. Diary Of A Wimpy Kid #1 $14.95 $13.46
409. Diary Of A Wimpy Kid: Dog Days #4 $14.95 $13.46
407. Rodrick Rules #2
$14.95 $13.46
410. Diary Of A Wimpy Kid: Ugly Truth, The #5 $14.95 $13.46
408. Last Straw, The #3
$14.95 $13.46
411. Young Samurai Book 5 – Ring of Water (Chris Bradford) 
$16.95 $15.26
AUGUST 1613. Bruised and battered, Jack Fletcher wakes up in a roadside inn wrapped only in a dirty kimono. He has
lost everything, including his memory of what happened. Determined to discover the truth, Jack goes on a quest to retrieve
his belongings – his precious swords, his friend Akiko’s black pearl and, most important of all, his father’s prize possession.
412. Way Of The Warrior, The #1 $16.95 $15.26
414. Way Of The Dragon, The #3 $16.95 $15.26
413. Way Of The Sword, The #2 $16.95 $15.26
415. Ring Of Earth, The #4 
$16.95 $15.26
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RICK RIORDAN AUTHOR SPECIAL (416-422)

(Includes GST)

(from No 325 in Overseas Novels) 
(RRP) (school)
Kane Chronicles Book 2 – Throne of Fire, The (Rick Riordan) 
$19.95 $17.96
EVER since the gods of Ancient Egypt were unleashed on the modern world, Carter Kane and his sister, Sadie, have
been in big trouble. As descendants of the magical House of Life, they command certain powers. But now a terrifying
enemy – Apophis, the giant snake of chaos – is rising. If Carter and Sadie don’t destroy him, the world will end in
five days’ time.
416. Kane Chronicles Book 1 Red Pyramid, The 
$16.95 $15.26
417. Heroes Of Olympus Book 1 Lost Hero, The 
$19.95 $17.96
418. Percy Jackson And The Lightning Thief #1 
$16.95 $15.26
419. Percy Jackson And The Sea Of Monsters #2 
$16.95 $15.26
420. Percy Jackson And The Titan’s Curse #3 
$16.95 $15.26
421. Percy Jackson And The Battle Of The Labyrinth #4 
$16.95 $15.26
422. Percy Jackson And The Last Olympian #5 
$16.95 $15.26

WORDLESS PICTURE BOOKS HOT TOPIC (423-439)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

423. Are You Hungry? (Tina Burke)
$14.95 $13.46
‘Are you hungry?’ said the little girl. Unfortunately, the farmyard animals are not only hungry, they are famished, and
they want more than just a carrot. But if the animals eat all the goodies, will there be anything left for the little girl and
her dog?
424. Belonging (Jeannie Baker) 
$16.95 $15.26
Throughout the world people live in urban communities and cities and feel no particular ties to the land. However some
communities are now working to bring back the variety of local flora and fauna that are native to their area. As this
book shows it takes time but by caring for our environment we can choose to live in our environment or belong to it.
425. Boy, The Bear, The Baron, The Bard, The (Gregory Rogers) 
$15.95 $14.36
What happens when a boy bursts through the curtain of a deserted theatre and onto the world’s most famous stage?
Midsummer magic - and a chase through the streets of Shakespeare’s London. The Boy, the Bear, the Baron, the
Bard is a rare visual feast - a runaway story about a curious boy, a grumpy bard, a captive bear and a baron whose
head is bound for the chopping block.
426. Chicken Thief, The (Beatrice Rodriguez) 
$22.99 $20.70
When a fox steals a chicken from her friends, they set out to rescue her. They negotiate forests, climb mountains and
cross the sea to get her back. But it becomes perfectly clear that the chicken and fox love each other, as the chicken
explains most eloquently.
427. Do You Want To Be My Friend? (Eric Carle) 
$14.95 $13.46
“Do you want to be my friend?” asks a little mouse of a horse, a peacock, an alligator and others in this classic
and charming story. Only when he meets another little mouse, is the answer unequivocally, “Yes!” Each page of this
ingenious, all but wordless picture book affords surprise, suspense, and repeated pleasure for the viewer.
428. Flotsam (David Weisner) 
$24.95 $22.46
A bright, science-minded boy goes to the beach equipped to collect and examine flotsam--anything floating that
has been washed ashore. Bottles, lost toys, small objects of every description are among his usual finds. But there’s
no way he could have prepared for one particular discovery: a barnacle-encrusted underwater camera, with its own
secrets to share . . . and to keep.
429. Leaf (Stephen Michael King) 
$16.99 $15.30
A boy who hates having his hair combed discovers an extraordinary side-effect of messy, matted hair when a seed
falls on his head and begins to grow.
430. Lion And The Mouse, The (Jerry Pinkney) 
$29.95 $26.96
A stunning, wordless version of one of Aesop’s best-loved fables, from one of America’s most acclaimed artists. This
Aesop’s fable is a favourite and familiar one: a mouse inadvertently disturbs a lion, who lets the mouse go … and is
later himself freed by the mouse from a poacher’s trap. Winner of the Caldecott Medal 2010
431. Midsummer Knight (Gregory Rogers) 
$15.95 $14.36
A mysterious forest . . . A faerie kingdom . . . A greedy villain . . . A clash of swords . . . A knight to the rescue. On a
morning of midsummer magic the Bear discovers an enchanted world in the heart of the forest. But there is treachery
at work and the Bear is swept up in a sinister plot that lands him in the palace dungeons. After masterminding a crafty
escape he leads his new friends into a royal battle - but what hope do they have once swords are drawn?
432. Moonlight (Jam Ormerod) 
$16.95 $15.26
It’s nighttime, and the little girl from the companion book Sunshine is now winding down her day: she eats her dinner,
takes a bath, and says good-night to her dolls. her dad reads her a bedtime story, but she’s not quite ready to go to
sleep - she gets up for a glass of water, a hug, a reading session with her mum, and then, when both of her parents
fall asleep, she’s ready for bed again.
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WORDLESS PICTURE BOOKS HOT TOPIC (423-439)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

433. No! (David McPhail) 
$29.95 $26.96
Endorsed by Amnesty International. No. No? No! A little boy sets out to deliver a letter, witnessing acts of war on
the way. But when he encounters a bully by the post-box, he decides that enough is enough. Almost wordless, but
speaking volumes, No! dramatises conflict and its alternatives in a language that is accessible to everyone, young or
old.. No! is the author’s expression of hope that the playgrounds of the world, big and small, will soon become safer
and friendlier for all. NEW
434. Re-Zoom (Istvan Banyai) 
$14.95 $13.46
Open this wordless book and take off on a mindbending visual journey full of twists, turns, and surprises. Zoom from
an Egyptian pyramid to an exotic jungle to a sandy beach. But if you think you know where you are, guess again. For
in Istvan Banyai’s mysterious landscapes of pictures within pictures, nothing is ever as it seems.
435. Rosie’s Walk (Pat Hutchins) 
$14.95 $13.46
Rosie’s walk around the farmyard, pursued by the hungry but clumsy fox, has become a beacon in the world of
children’s picture books, an ever-popular classic which generations have enjoyed. One disaster after another befalls
the poor fox while Rosie goes on her way, supremely unaware of the danger behind her.
436. Sunshine (Jan Ormerod) 
$16.95 $15.26
It’s morning, and the first rays of sunlight shine into a little girl’s bedroom and wake her up. She gets out of bed and
gets ready to start her day. It won the Mother Goose Award in 1982, was voted the Picture Book of the Year 1982 by
the Children’s Book Council of Australia and was highly commended for the Kate Greenaway Medal.
437. Wave (Suzy Lee) 
$19.95 $17.96
A wordless book with simple yet rich illustrations about a girl’s day at the beach. Touching, sweet and funny, Wave is
the perfect book for the brave and not-so-brave child everywhere.
438. Where’s Walrus? (Stephen Savage) 
$26.99 $24.30
Bored with life at the zoo, an adventurous walrus escapes to the outside world. With the zookeeper in hot pursuit,
Walrus cleverly tries on all sorts of hats to disguise himself. Will a yellow hardhat point to a new life as a construction
worker? Or will a red swimming cap reveal his true talents? Follow the happy-go-lucky runaway as he hides amongst
firefighters, businessmen, and even high-stepping dancers in this delightful wordless picture book. NEW
439. Window (Jeannie Baker) 
$16.95 $15.26
A mother and baby look through a window at a view of wilderness and sky as far as the eye can see. With each page,
the boy grows and the scene changes. At first, in a clear patch of forest, a single house appears. A few years pass
and there is a village in the distance. By the time the boy is twenty, the village has developed into a city. The young
man gets married, has a child of his own and moves to the country, where father and child look through the window
of their new home at the undeveloped wilderness outside.

INFORMATION (440-472)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

440. 365 Things To Do With Paper and Cardboard (Fiona Watt) 
$29.99 $27.00
This is a fantastic collection of 365 fun, environmentally friendly activities using paper, card and all manner of materials
to be found around the house. There’s something to do for every day of the year, including a 3D cardboard city, sock
monkeys, loo roll mice, foil birds, sweet wrapper bugs and many, many more. SPIRAL BOUND.
441. Actual Size (Steven Jenkins) 
$16.95 $15.26
Sometimes facts and figures are difficult to imagine. Just how big is a crocodile? What about a tiger, or the world’s
largest spider? Can you imagine a tongue that is two feet long or an eye that is bigger than your head? This
book illustrates animals both large and small at their actual size, vividly demonstrating their size in relation to each
other . . . and to the reader.
442. Ancient Egypt: Tales of Gods and Pharaohs (Marcia Williams) 
$29.95 $26.96
Nine stories of Ancient Egypt, wittily retold in comic-strip style. From the creation myth to the curse of Tutankhamen
and the fall of Cleopatra, Marcia Williams’ classic comic strip retellings bring new life to the myths and wonders of
this ancient civilization.
443 – 444. Ask A…? (Dorling Kindersley) 
$12.95ea $11.66ea
Written from the perspective of the animals themselves, this book provides the answers to the questions that children
ask and wonder about the world around them.
443. Ask a Bug
444. Ask a Dinosaur
445 – 447. Australia at War (Cameron Macintosh) 
$29.95ea $26.96ea
This series looks at Australia’s involvement in each of these three 20th century wars, both on battlefields and at home. Each
book examines the reasons for the war, why Australia was involved, where Australians fought, famous battles, women
at war, the war effort at home and how the wars ended. The series is supported by maps and historical photographs.
445. Vietnam War
446. World War 1
447. World War 2
448. Ballet: A Step-By-Step Guide to the Secrets of Ballet
$19.95 $17.96
If you have ever dreamt about becoming a prima ballerina, then How to Ballet is the perfect guide to set you on a
course for stardom. With simple step-by-step photographs and easy-to-follow instructions. From basic exercises to
more advanced arabesques. You’ll also get a glimpse of the stories, sets, and costumes that go into producing a
ballet spectacle.
449. Beatrice’s Dream: The Story of a Kibera Slum (Karen Lynn Williams and Wendy Stone) $29.95 $26.96
Beatrice is a thirteen-year-old orphan in Kibera, Nairobi - a Kenyan shantytown built on refuse and rubbish and one of
the biggest slums in Africa. She describes her life: her walk to school, the dust that blows between her teeth and the
mud she wades through, her teacher’s down-to-earth encouragement, her fear of being alone, how safe she feels at
school. This sensitive account in words and photos reveals the realities of life for some of the world’s most deprived
people. Age 11+
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450 – 455. Bug Books (Karen Hartley) 
$16.95ea $15.26ea
This work provides an introduction to the creepy crawly world of minbeasts, covering what they eat, how they are born,
how they grow, and more. Fresh new design and revised text make the information more accessible for young readers.
“Bug maps” identify different parts of the creature. Now, it features the actual sizes of the bugs.
450. Ant
451. Bee
452. Ladybird
453. Mosquito 454. Snail
455. Worm
456 - 459. Close Up (Compilation) 
$14.99ea $13.50ea
Find out all about these ancient predators in this brand new series. Amazing photographs are accompanied by bitesized chunks of information, making this series easily digestible for any reading level.
456. Crocs Close Up 457. Elephants Close Up
458. Mini-Beasts Close Up
459. Snakes Close Up
460. Football: A Step-By-Step Guide to Mastering Your Skills (Dorling Kindersley)  $19.95 $17.96
If you have ever dreamt about being the next David Beckham or Ronaldo, then How to ...Football is the perfect guide
to set you on course for success. This book shows you ‘how to’ with simple step-by-step photographs and easy-tofollow instructions. From coaching tips and practice drills devised by professional coaches, to key match day tactics,
including attacking, defending and movement without the ball.
461. Great Cities of the World (Russell Ferrett) 
$19.95 $17.96
What is it about some cities that make them memorable? These are the cities that have great variety or have something
special that no other city has. From the hustle and bustle of New York, where the world meets, to the living history
of London, the combination of the old and the new in Delhi or the commercial hubbub of Fes’ medinas, Russ Ferrett
takes you on a tour through the Great Cities of the World.
462. How To Cook: Delicious Dishes You’ll Really Want to Make (Dorling Kindersley)  $29.95 $26.96
How to Cook gives budding chefs the know-how and confidence to cook how you want, whether for yourself or to
impress friends and family. With over 40 easy-to-follow recipes, from Ginger Chicken Stir Fry to Sacher Torte, there is
a great balance of healthy meals and treats from different cuisines around the world. You’ll be sure to find the perfect
party snack, quick meal on the run or fancy dish to impress.
463. Let’s Look at Dinosaurs (Frances Barry)
$21.95 $19.76
Find out why tyrannosaurus has so many teeth, how dinosaurs are born and where we can meet them today. A
simple question and answer for each dinosaur is supplemented by further facts to find on each page. Complete with
a pronounciation guide for each dinosaur, this is the perfect first look at dinosaurs. A Flip the Flap Book.
464 – 471. Life Cycles of Australian Animals (Greg Pyers) 
$29.95ea $26.96ea
These delightful books for junior to middle primary students take a close look at the life cycles of a selection of native
Australian animals. Each book covers the main stages in the animal’s life as well as looking at its habitat features, diet,
habits and predators. Also included are a distribution map, a page of ‘animal facts’, a timeline of the various stages.
464. Echidna NEW
466. Koala
468. Redback Spider
470. Saltwater Crocodile NEW
465. Green Turtle NEW 467. Little Penguin 469. Red Kangaroo
471. Tasmanian Devil NEW
472. Make It! Don’t Throw It Away-Create Something Amazing (Jane Bull) 
$14.95 $13.46
Re-use rubbish to create amazing things. Think about all the stuff we throw away every day, like plastic drink bottles
and metal cans, magazines and even clothes; they can all be re-used. Over 100 crafty step-by-step projects turn
humble household rubbish into amazing treasures you’ll want to keep. Create jewellery from paper, flower pots from
plastic bottles and shoulder bags from old jeans. It is packed with facts on earth’s natural resources and tips on
recycling too.

REFUGEES AND MIGRATION HOT TOPIC (473-489)
World Refugee Day – 20th June 2011

(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

473. Across the Dark Sea – Making Tracks (Wendy Orr) 
$9.95 $8.96
Trung’s adventure begins in the dead of night. He and his father escape the soldiers with guns. But what awaits them
across the dark sea? Across the Dark Sea features a fishing boat used to flee Vietnam after the war. The Hong Hai,
part of the Museum’s collection, was also used for this purpose. Age 8+
474. Australian Immigration Debate, The – What’s The Issue? (Katy Gerner) 
$31.99 $28.80
This timely book provides an informed, unbiased review of the issue of Australias immigration policy. It aims to fill in
the facts behind the headlines, developing upper primary students understanding of the context of the issue they hear
about in the media and assisting them to develop and justify their own opinions and arguments. Age 12+
475- 482. Living In Australia (various) 
$29.95ea $26.96ea
This series looks at the customs and traditions of various groups of people living within Australia. Students can learn
about the foods, dress, festivals, religions, celebrations and the daily life of these people. Interviews with real members
of each community help to give a clear understanding of what their culture means to them and how they continue to
maintain it within a ‘new’ country. Recipes from each country and key words from the language are included.
475. Chinese Australians
478. Italian Australians
481. Thai Australians
476. Greek Australians
479. Japanese Australians
482. Vietnamese Australians
477. Indian Australians
480. Sudanese Australians
483. Mahtab’s Story (Libby Gleeson) 
$15.95 $14.36
Mahtab and her family are forced to leave their home in Herat and journey secretly through the rocky mountains to
Pakistan and from there to faraway Australia. Months go by, months of waiting, months of dread, with only memories
and hopes to sustain them. Will they ever be reunited with their father? Will they ever find a home? This compelling
novel by one of Australia’s best-loved children’s authors is based on the true story of one girl’s voyage to Australia
with her family. Age 11+
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484 – 487. Refugee Diary, A Series (Anthony Robinson and June Allen)
A series of real stories highlighting the plight of refugees and asylum-seekers. Each book follows their journey from
their own country, to the country where they are seeking refuge. Photographs and illustrations depict the events
described for the child as they talk about their past and their hopes for the future.
484. Gervelie’s Journey (Congo to the UK 1995) 
$16.95 $15.26
485. Hamzat’s Journey (Chechnya to the UK 2001) 
$29.95 $26.96
486. Meltem’s Journey (Turkey to the UK) 
$29.95 $26.96
487. Mohammed’s Journey (Iraq to the UK 2000) 
$16.95 $15.26
488. Refugee My Australia Story (Alan Sunderland) 
$16.95 $15.26
Ali Ismail is a refugee. After the Taliban kill his father, Ali flees Afghanistan, arriving in Australia on a ramshackle boat.
He is looking for freedom, but instead he is taken to a detention centre in the South Australian outback. Imprisoned
behind the razor wire, Ali waits to discover whether he will be sent back to Afghanistan, or given the chance to start
a new life in Australia.
489. Red Bridge, The (Kylie Dunstan) 
$27.95 $25.16
A picture book about adapting to change and coping with moving home and country. Claire’s family has moved from
Australia to Vietnam and the little girl finds herself lost in the busy, bustling streets of Hanoi, until she finds the red
bridge and a new friend to show her the way. Kylie Dunstan’s stunning collage illustrations bring Claire’s exotic, exciting
new home to vibrant life in this touching story.

JULY NEW RELEASES (490-511)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

490. 501 Fun Facts (Compilation) 
$12.99 $11.70
This book includes hundreds of amazing lists, piles of fun facts and page after page of weird trivia on topics such as
Phobias, Battles, Bushrangers, Pharaohs, Space Shuttles, Dinos, U.F.O.s and the world’s smelliest jobs.
491. Brilliant World of Tom Gates, The (Liz Pichon) 
$15.99 $14.40
I like to draw pictures and write stories about stuff, like when we had the worst holiday ever, and when my parents
came to school for parents’ evening . And about how Marcus Meldrew is the most annoying boy in the world and
how I don’t want to sit next to him in class. All I want to do is get tickets to see the best band ever, DUDE3, when
they come to town. It’s not easy when I’m up against Delia, my weirdo big sister, and all my plans seem to get me into
MAJOR TROUBLE . . . again. Overseas Novel
492. Dark Parallel – Joshua Files Book 4 (MG Harris) 
$19.99 $18.00
Explosive and compelling-the fourth part of the best-selling JOSHUA FILES sequence. Josh and Ixchel have travelled
back in time, but it might not be so easy to get home again. They’ve landed in the Mayan era, when the prophecy
about the world ending in 2012 was first made. And they cannot believe who they have found there. Clearly Josh isn’t
the only person to have cracked the secret of time travel. Overseas Novel
493. Diary Of A Wimpy Vampire: Prince Of Dorkness (Tim Collins) 
$14.99 $13.50
In his latest hilarious diary Nigel starts the new term as one of the most popular pupils in school and he’s finally got
a girlfriend after more than eighty years of being single. But his life soon unravels when a new pupil Jason joins his
school ...When Jason steals his girlfriend, Nigel vows to get revenge. Age 12+ Overseas Novel
494. Diary Of A Wimpy Vampire #1 

$14.99 $13.50

495. Geronimo Stilton – Save the White Whale (Geronimo Stilton) 
$12.99 $11.70
Holey cheese, did I need a vacation! I had been working my tail off at The Rodent’s Gazette, so when Petunia Pretty
Paws invited me to visit Whale Bay with her, of course I said yes. But our trip got off on the wrong paw, and my relaxing
vacation turned into a real nightmare. That is, until Petunia and I came across a great white whale that needed our
help. Series Novel
496. How The Birds Got Their Colours Big Book (Pamela Lofts) 
$39.99 $36.00
This book is based on a story told by Mary Albert, of the Bardi people, to Aboriginal children living in Broome, Western
Australia. The illustrations are adapted from their paintings of the story. Mary Albert said, ‘Would you like to hear a
story from long ago? My mother used to tell me lots of stories, but this story I loved the best, because I loved the
birds.’ Big Book
497. If You’re Happy And You Know It! Aussie Edition (P Crumble And Chris Kennett) $13.99 $12.60
Have you ever heard a possum laugh like a kookaburra? Or seen a wombat try to bounce around like a wallaby?
Join an enthusiastic cast of characters from the Australian bush as they do fun actions that all the family can join in
with! You can flap your wings, scratch your fleas, growl and even snap your teeth with the crocodile . . . if you dare!
Australian Picture Book
498. In The Sea There Are Crocodiles (Fabio Geda)
$24.95 $22.46
One night before putting him to bed, Enaiatollah’s mother tells him three things: don’t use drugs, don’t use weapons,
don’t steal. The next day he wakes up to find she isn’t there. Ten-year-old Enaiatollah is left alone in Pakistan to fend
for himself. In a book that takes a true story and shapes it into a beautiful piece of fiction, Fabio Geda describes
Enaiatollah’s remarkable five-year journey from Afghanistan to Italy where he finally managed to claim political asylum
aged fifteen. Age 13+ Overseas Novel
499. I Spy Spectacular 20th Anniversary Edition (Walter Wick) 
$19.99 $18.00
Twenty years ago, Jean Marzollo and Walter Wick created the first title in their best-selling I Spy series. Now you can
celebrate that 20th Anniversary with I Spy Spectacular! New riddles from Jean Marzollo are paired with 13 of Walter
Wick’s photographs from the classic I Spy vault to create a spectacular search-and-find. I Spy Spectacular features
a special anniversary section, including the history of the first I Spy book and its creators-that is truly spectacular!
Puzzle Book.
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JULY NEW RELEASES (490-511)
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

500. Ishmael And The Hoops Of Steel (Michael Gerard Bauer) 
$19.99 $18.00
Ishmael has made it to the Senior School and things are really looking up. His nemesis and chief tormentor Barry
Bagsley has finally decided to leave him alone, while his dream girl and chief goddess Kelly Faulkner has finally decided
not to. Has he broken free of Ishmael Leseur’s Syndrome at last? Could his remaining two years at St Daniel’s College
actually be described as ‘normal’? Absolutely not. Age 12+ Australian Novel
501. I Want a Party (Tony Ross) 
$27.95 $25.16
Bored, one day, the Little Princess decides she wants a party! Even though it’s not Christmas or even her birthday yet,
she sets about organising the best party ever! Except things don’t turn out quite as the Little Princess had planned.
Overseas Picture Book

502. King Arthur’s Knight Quest (Andy Dixon and Simone Boni) 
$17.99 $16.20
Camelot is in crisis. The Knights of the Round Table have been kidnapped by the evil sorceress Morgan le Fay and
King Arthur’s kingdom is in great danger. With only Merlin’s crystal ball and a set of ancient maps to guide them, three
apprentice knights set off on a quest to track down and rescue the missing knights. This fascinating puzzle book is
crammed with strange things to find in order to solve the mysteries and outwit the creepy creatures. Puzzle Book
503. My Life and Other Stuff I Made Up (Tristan Bancks and Gus Gordon) 
$15.95 $14.36
Have you ever been kissed by a dog? Have you had a job delivering teeth? Has a bloodthirsty magpie ever been out
to get you? Ever woken up to discover that everything hovers? And have you eaten 67 hot dogs in ten minutes? I
have. I’m Tom Weekly. This book is full of my stories, jokes, cartoon characters, ideas for theme park rides and other
stuff I’ve made up. It’s where I pour out whatever’s inside my head. It gets a bit weird sometimes but that’s how I roll.
Australian Novel
504. My Monster Dumper Truck (Steve Smallman and Joelle Dreidemy) 
$14.99 $13.50
What is better-a great big chunky dumper truck or a massive monster crane? A sleek and shiny sports car or a
supersonic plane? Find out in this fabulous funny book filled with the biggest trucks and fastest rockets. And meet
two little boys with very big imaginations! Overseas Picture Book
505. Nanny Piggins and The Rival Ringmaster (Rachel Spratt) 
$15.95 $14.36
In book five of her enthralling adventures, Nanny Piggins discovers some startling truths about the ruthless Ringmaster,
provides counselling to a Moldovan princess with pre-wedding jitters, inadvertently wins a Nobel Prize while
impersonating her sister and catches up with her favourite 4-tonne friend, Esmeralda the forgetful elephant. Australian
Novel
506. Nog and The Land Of Noses (Bruce Whatley) 
$26.99 $24.30
In the Land of Noses everybody’s nose did something special. Except for Nog. In this charming and quirky story Bruce
Whatley plays with noses and their functions in the Land of Noses. There are running noses, picked noses, blocked
noses . . . all kinds of noses! Nog thinks his nose just sits on his face and does nothing at all . . . until ‘trouble’ arrives
and Nog smells it first. Australian Picture Book
507. Paradise Trap, The (Catherine Jinks) 
$15.99 $14.40
When Marcus and his mother arrive at the Diamond Beach Caravan Park, it is one big disappointment. For a start,
it’s nothing like the Diamond Beach that Marcus’s mother remembers from her childhood, and Marcus can think of a
hundred better ways of spending his holiday than in their crusty old caravan. But it doesn’t take long for the caravan
to reveal its secret. Australian Novel
508. Redback On The Toilet Seat (Slim Newton and Craig Smith) 
$13.99 $12.60
Slim Newton penned this song back in the 1970s and it has been a firm favourite ever since. How anyone could make
a bite on the bum from a redback spider funny is a mystery, but Slim achieved it. Now Craig Smith has brought his
talent to bear on the song. Aussie animals join in the fun, and it’s the cane toads that suffer! Australian Picture Book
509. Scourge Of Jericho, The – Witch Hunter Chronicles Book 1 (Stuart Daly) 
$17.95 $16.16
It’s 1666, and the forces of darkness are spreading across a Europe already ravaged by war and dynastic rivalries.
Dreaming of wielding a blade in epic battles like the father he never knew, sixteen-year-old Jakob falsifies a letter of
introduction and joins the Hexenj ger - an elite Catholic military order of witch hunters. But he soon learns a lesson in
the dangers of ambition when he finds himself selected as part of a team sent to recover a biblical relic from a witchinfested castle. Age 12+ Australian Novel
510. Super Diaper Baby #2 - Invasion Of The Potty Snatchers, The (Dav Pilkey) 
$14.99 $13.50
George and Harold (the co-stars of the enormously popular Captain Underpants series) are in big trouble-again! Their
mean principal, Mr Krupp, has demanded that they stop making comics about poop. Always resourceful, the boys
decide to create an all-new graphic novel about a totally different subject-pee! Graphic Novel
511. Warnayarra, The Rainbow Snake Big Book (Pamela Lofts) 
$39.99 $36.00
This story is based on a story told by the Senior Boys Class at Lajamanu School, a bilingual school where Aboriginal
children are taught to read and write their own language, Walpriri. Illustrator Pamela Lofts adapted the illustrations from
original paintings done by the children for their story. Big Book

WHERE’S WALLY?
(Includes GST)
(RRP) (school)

512. Where’s Wally? Totally Essential Travel Collection (Martin Handford) 
$24.95 $22.46
Just what you’ve been waiting for... All the wondrous Wally worlds in one! Seven sensational classic Where’s Wally?
books packed into a handy travel-size edition. Wherever you’re going, however you’re travelling – join the spectacular
search for Wally! Features all seven classic Where’s Wally? titles.
513.
514.
515.
516.

Where’s Wally?
Where’s Wally Now?
Where’s Wally? Fantastic Journey, The
Where’s Wally? In Hollywood

$17.95
$17.95
$17.95
$17.95

$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$14.95

517.
518.
519.
520.

Where’s Wally? The Wonder Book $17.95
Were’s Wally? The Great Picture Hunt  $17.95
Where’s Wally? The Incredible Paper Chase $17.95
Where’s Wally? Ultimate Travel Collection (5 in 1) $27.95

$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$25.16
15
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